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The AI=-, rule is incorporated into a previously discussed universal weak Yukawa interaction by
assuming the simplest relation between chirality and charge operators. Expressing the AI=; rule by
forming the Ã and isospinors into an isovector 8 and an isoscalar B0, we assume 8 occurs (as in p decay)
with gy„-,'(1+F5) and Bo (which has no P-decay counterpart) with gp„-', (1—r75) ~ Here g is the constant
previously fitted to the m decay rate, and r the ratio of Gamow-Teller and Fermi coupling constants, De-
pending on the sign taken between the 8 and B0 interaction terms, Z decays into n+z+ in pure 5 and into
n+m in pure P channels, or vice versa. In either case, Z+ —+ p+m' involves maximal S-P interference and
n'=098. Decay into I=-,' proceeds via p„(~s+arys) or y„(s3+-',ry&), depending on whether 5 decay is pure S
or pure E'. The second case, but not the first, leads to a h.-decay rate in agreement with experiment. In this
case n&=0.54, and in decay, n- =0.64 and the calculated decay rate is 2.4)&10 '0 sec '.

g'/4zr=3. 67X10 "' (2)

fitted to the experimental charged pion lifetime, was

proposed tentatively as an alternative to calculating
decays involving mesons through the strong couplings
zr (1VlV), E(1V Y) and the Fermi interactions (1V Y) (1VV),
(1V1V) (pv), and (1V1V) (ev). The possibility of attributing
all weak processes to a more or less universal Fermi
interaction involving only one weak coupling constant
is certainly attractive in principle, provided the out-
standing discrepancy between the predicted and ob-
served rates of hyperon P decay can be explained. In
practice, however, the number of virtual states possible
is so large and the difhculties of strong-coupling calcu-
lations so severe, that we preferred —tentatively at
least —to calculate with the simple phenomenological
interaction (1).

If virtual baryon pairs are responsible for the ob-

served meson and hyperon decays, then g, instead of

being a universal constant, will be a form factor func-

tion g(p, m) of the momentum transfer and intermediate
states (each of mass m) involved. Because of the variety
of intermediate states possible and the apparent damp-
ing' of the strong meson-baryon coupling constants g
and gz, it is conceivable that g(p, m) actually turn out

to be effectively constant for a variety of processes.
In the earlier paper no attempt was made to calculate

branching ratios that would follow, for example, from

* Presented at the Conference on Weak Interactions, Gatlin-
burg, Tennessee [Bull. Arn. Phys. Soc. Ser. Ii, 4, 77 (1959)g.

t Work done under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy
Commission.

' S. A. Bludman, Nuovo cimento 9, 433 (1958).
'M, L. Goldberger and S, B. Treiman, Phys. Rev. 110, 1178

(19S8).
4

I. INTRODUCTION

' N a recent paper, ' we discussed the consequences of
~ ~ assuming a phenomenological weak Yukawa inter-
action

(g/~~~) ~AVV, (~+Vs)4

between a meson field p, with mass M, and various
fermion pairs P. This interaction, with

rules for strangeness change, like the DI=~i rule. In
this paper, motivated by the recent experiments on
Z decay, ' we attempt to include the QI= —,' rule by
making a simple assumption about the relation of
charge operators and chirality. The AI=-2 rule, like
the interactions we discuss, is a phenomenological rule
that is so far consistent with all information on hyperon
and E-meson decays, with the possible exception of the
cia —+ 2zre/(zr++zr ) ratio. Recently, attempts have been
made' to derive some of the consequences of the AI=-',
rule from more basic theoretical ideas about the rela-
tion of strangeness-changing and strangeness-preserving
baryon pairs. These attempts are also frustrated by the
practical impossibility of including all virtual strong
processes we know to be important. For that reason,
we believe that the predictions of the simple but
phenomenological weak Yukawa interaction and BI=-,'
rule are worth comparing with experiment. Even if the
basic process is the weak Fermi interaction, useful
physical orientation may be gained in this way.

II. CHARGE-INDEPENDENT DESCRIPTION OF
DECAYS INVOLVING UNSTRANGE

PARTICLES

Our purpose is now to write the m-decay and hyperon-
decay interactions in a charge-independent form. In
doing this we actually generalize somewhat from the
empirical charge-exchange character of zr~ —+ zz++ v and
&z —+ p+e +v. Such a generalization is necessary be-
cause in the strange decays charge retention, A —+ zz+zr',
Z+ —+ p+zr', occurs along with charge exchange, A —+ p
+zr, Z+~&z+zr+. Such a generalization is also sug-
gested theoretically' if the Fermi interactions are to be
derived from a continuous symmetry group, since the
charge-exchange interactions involving 7.+ and r form
a group only when 73 is also included.

3 Cool, Cork, Cronin, and Wenzel, Phys. Rev. 114, 912 (1959).
I am indebted to Dr. R. L. Cool for access to his results before
pubhcation.

4 R. H. Dalitz, Revs. Modern Phys. (to be published), reviews
these attempts, which are originally due to Gell-Mann, Okun,
and Marshak and collaborators.
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The generalization of the P-decay and s--decay inter-
actions to a charge-independent form leads to the
prediction of specific weak processes, e +p -+ e +p and
~'~ e++e, with the same coupling constant as in
e +p ~ i+n and s+ —& e++i. Both these weak charge-
retention interactions are, unfortunately, completely
masked by identical processes proceeding through the
electromagnetic interactions. Specifically, if p. and v

(and also e and v) are regarded as members of a charge
doublet 4, so that +~y„(1+ps)+ is the lepton covariant
involved in s. decay, then the interaction (1) assumes
the charge-independent form

H-=(r/~)&. 0 + v.l(1+&.)+. (1')

This interaction leads to s-' —+ e++e at the rate 1.0
X10' sec '. However, s' decays into 2y (presumably
electromagnetically) at a rate )10"sec ' and hences
into e++e at a rate faster than 2[rr(n4/M, ) In(M /ns, )j'
X10"=10' sec '. The charge-retaining part of Eq. (1')
is thus completely hidden by the electromagnetic inter-
actions, which also lead to s' ~ e++e .

III. CHARGE-INDEPENDENT DESCRIPTION
OF HYPERON DECAY

1. Spurion Formulation of AI=-,'Rule

We now write the hyperon-decay interactions in
charge-independent form by the device of introducing a
"spurion" 5 that transforms as an isotopic spinor, but
carries no other physical attributes. ' With S the nucleon

t'n&
isospinor ItI=

~ ~
can form an isovector X~S or an

1)
isoscalar XS.Then, taking S=

~ ~
so that the fictitious«)

spurion carries no charge, we have

B=X~S= (p, ip, n),
(3)

&o=Ã5= n.

Kith this isovector and this isoscalar, the Z-decay
interaction

Hz (Bs8'X+iBX8X}—s—r (4)

involves only two diGerent interactions 8 and O'. When
Eq. (3) is substituted into Eq. (4), we have

H, =n(8'+ 8)~ Z +[n(8' 8)~++%2p—8~—' tZ+-
+[n8's-'1&2p8s g&', (5)

where x+ emits m+ and Z+ absorbs Z+. The 2' decay
interaction in Eq. (5) is weak compared with the
electromagnetic interaction Z' —& A+y and will be
dropped hereafter. 6', 6+, and 8 will be used to
designate the amplitudes for Z+ —+ p+s', Z+ —+ n+7r+,
and Z ~ n+s. , respectively.

' S. D. Drell, Nuovo cimento {to be published).' G. Kentzel, Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Rochester Con-
ference (Interscience Publishers, Inc. , New York, 1956); B.
O'Espagnat and J. Prentki, Nuovo cimento 3, 1045 t'1956);
and others.

TABLE I. Dimensionless phase-space and matrix elements of y„
and y„ps for hyperon decay according to the interaction (8). The
V and A matrix elements squared, .with r'=1.42, are given in
the last two columns. These lead to partial decay rates and decay
asymmetries given, once u and b are chosen, by Eqs. (9) and (10),
respectively.

Z ~ n+m.
+ ~ p+m0

Z+ ~ n+vr+~A+a
h. ~ P+~

0.160 1.83
0.159 1.86
0.156 1.79
0.104 1.50
0.0896 1.27

&vI vs& (vp)' 0'Ypvg)'

1.55 3.36 3.42
1.57 3.46 3.49
1.48 3.22 3.12
1.14 2.25 1.85
0.780 1.60 0.87

Since, from Eq. (5), we have 8'=v28, 8+= (8'—8),
8 = (8'+8), the constraint 428'=8 —8+, which is
also imposed by the usual AI=-,' rule, is immediately
recognized here. The amplitudes for decay into isospin ~3

and —,'are
)

8'=-,'(38+—8-). (6)

2. Dynamical Assumption About the Interaction
Forms 8 and 8'in X Decay

So fa,r the spurion formulation (which is identical to
the assumption AI=-', ) has been introduced only to
express the dependence of the decay interaction on the
ordinary charge operators ~ and 1.A specific assumption
(made in the next paragraph) concerning the spin and
momentum dependence contained in 8 and 8' leads to a
generalization of the heretofore used interaction (1) to
the new form

H =(g/~)2 '~. 0'(+&v )0, (g)

in which a and b are parameters depending on the
baryon, charge states in such a way that the hI=-,' rule
will now be satisfied. With the neglect of Anal-state
interaction, Eq. (8) leads to a decay rate

(&~+E~)c'
W = (g'/4s. )

X (&'(&.)'+&'6'.7 )') (0/~ c), (9)

and a pion asymmetry

Here E&~, M~, E, M are the energies and masses of the
decay nucleon and pion; g is the final-state momentum

The interactions responsible for A and ™decay in-
volve only the isovector X~5 formed through the
spurion device:

H~= ((E~S)8"&} sr= (v'2p7r +ns') 8"It,
(7)

H=-= {X8"'(8~"-)}~=X8"'(v2=-~-—=o o)

The V2:1 ratio predicted by the AI= ', rule for t-he

ratio of the amplitudes (A ~ p+s )/(A —+ n+s') and
for (" —& A+s- )/( ' ~A+s') is apparent here also.
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TABLE II. Partial decay rates and pion asymmetries for the three modes of charged Z decay calculated from the effective inter-
action (13) of the V-A form. Solutions (1) and (2) correspond to choosing + or —for the relative sign between the isoscalar and
isovector terms in Eq. (13).The observed decay ratio and asymmetries are taken from Glaser' and Cool et al ,b r. espectively.

Decay rate (in 10'o sec ')
Solution (1) Solution (2) Observed Solution (1)

Asymmetry
Solution (2) Observed

Z+ ~ p+~0
Z+ -+ n+~+
Z ~ n+x

0.59
0.52
0.57

0.59
0.53
0.58

0.65
0.68
0.58

0.98
0
0

0.98
0
0

& 0.70a0.30
& 0.03a0.11

?

a See reference 8.
b See reference 3.

and Mr the parent hyperon mass, so that (q/Mrc) is a
dimensionless measure of the phase space available.
The matrix elements

(
Z+MiM

'

(
v,v. = 1+

8+M) Mc .

g= gp„s (1+r&s),

and the 1 operator always with

0'= g'v. s (1—rvs),

(12a)

(12b)

with g'/4s. =g"/47r equal to the same universal coupling
constant, Eq. (2), chosen to ftt the s.+ decay rate.

Phenomenologically we have no way for choosing r,
the ratio of A to V strengths. In p decay we have r=1,
and in neutron decay~ r=1.19&0.03. There is the
feeling that in the absence of strong interactions r
should be precisely 1, and that the departure from
unity in P decay is a strong-coupling renormalization
eGect. In any case, r has so far been neither observed

7 Surgy, Krohn, Xovey, Ringo, and Telegdi, Phys. Rev.
Letters 1, 324 (1958); Sosnowski, Spivak, et a/. , quoted by
M. Goldhaber in Proceedings of the Annla/ International Con-
ference on High-Energy Physics, CERX, 2958, edited by B.Ferretti
(CERN, Geneva, 1958),

where Pc is the decay pion's velocity, are given in
Table I for the momentum transfers obtaining in
hyperon decay. The quantities (p„) and (p„ps) are,
within 10%, the total energy and momentum of the
decay pion, in units of its mass. With g'/47r=3. 67
&(10 '5, the numerical formula

iV= (0.53)&10"sec ') (a'(y )'+b'(y„ys)')q/Mrc (11)

is obtained. From Eqs. (11) and (10), together with
the entries in Table I, the rate of any hyperon decay
and the asymmetry 0. can be read o6 immediately once
the amounts a and b of V and A are decided upon.

Now, the ~ operator has appeared before in m decay
and in P decay: there the spinor form of the interaction
is known to be 8=gal„,'(1+res), whe-re r= —g~/gv is
the ratio of Gamow-Teller and Fermi coupling con-
stants. We assume that the ~ operator always occurs in
combination with

nor calculated for hyperon decay. In the numerical
results to be presented we assume simply that the re-
normalization effects operating in hyperon decay are
similar to those in P decay, and insert r=1.19. This
choice of r makes the matrix elements of (ry„ys)
approximately equal to those of (p„) at the energies
characteristic of Z decay.

3. X Decay

The two possibilities for the relative sign between
the Bs and B terms lead to two possible Yukawa
theories for Z decay,

g/M{ Bey„s (1—res) X+iB&(p„s(1+res) X) B„n. (13)

Solution (1), for g=+g', is

(g/M& 2) fpy„(1+res)Z+rl„rr'+ n (42ry„y, )2+a„mr+

+n(V2y„)Z cl„). (14)

Solution (2), for g= —g', is

(g/M%2) (py„(1+rV s)&+8„7r'+ n ( 2y„)Z+rl„7r+

+n(%2ry„p )Z 8„7r ). (1$—)

In Solution (1), Z+ ~ n+m+ through the pure g inter-
action (with b=V2r), and Z —+ n+7r through the pure
V interaction (with a=&2). In Solution (2), the reverse
is the case. In both cases Z+ —+P+~' through the
V-& mixture (with a=1, b=r). As a consequence,
+'=o,—=0 and e+ 1. The Z-decay rates calculated
from Eq. (11) in this way are given in Table II along
with the observed rates, with which they agree within
about 30%.

4. A. and - Decay

1. If the principle enunciated in the preceding sub-
section —that ~ always occurs in combination with
y„-,'(1+res)—is adhered to, then in A and decay
8" and tl"' are given by Eq. (12a) and the interaction
forms responsible for A and ™decay are

Hs= (g/M) (V2p8„7r +n8„7r')y„,'(1+res)A,—

and

Jl-. = (g/M)X~„,'(1+r~,) (WM a„~ +-=-sa„'). —-(16)

s Summary talk by D. Glaser, Proceedings of the Annua/ Inter-
national Conference on FIigh-Energy Physics, CERÃ, 105$, edited
by B. Ferretti (CERN, Geneva, 1958).
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TABLE III. Partial decay rates and pion asymmetries for A ~ P+s. and = -+ A+s' calculated from the eifective interaction (7)
of the V-A form. Solutions (1) and (2) are obtained by assuming that the interactions forms responsible for ii and " decay are the same
as those leading to isospin —,in Z decay. Solution (3) is obtained by assuming that the interaction (12a) is associated with the e operator.
The observed decay rates and asymmetries are taken from Glaser.

Decay rate (in 10«sec ')
Solution (1) Solution (2) Solution (3) Observed

Asymmetry
Solution (1) Solution (2) Solution (3) Observed

~ 4+x
A ~ P+2r=

0.37 0.42 0.23
0.14 0.24 0.12

0.005-0.2
0.25

0.55
0.66

0.64 0.95
0.54 0.89 &~ 0.7~0.1

a See reference 8.

For A decay this interaction gives an asymmetry
ng=0. 89, which is in good agreement with the experi-
mental value a~=0.7+0.1, but also gives a transition
rate into p+s. of 0.12X10" sec ', which is in poor
agreement with the value 0.25&(10" sec ' observed.
For —+A+z. this interaction gives n„-. =0.95 and
8'„-.=0.23)&10" sec '. These values are listed as Solu-
tion (3) in Table III.

2. According to Eq. (6), in Z decay into all of the
isospin--, channel the interaction operator is

—gy„-,', (I+3rys) [Solution (1)j,
gy„-', (3+res) )Solution (2)].

Now A and ™decay only into the isospin--, final state
(of which A —+ p+z and —+ A+z. constitute in each
case two-thirds). If this I=-,'final state, rather than
the association of the e operator with y„-', (1+res), is

determining, then the asymmetries and rates listed in
the first two columns of Table III are obtained.

Between these two solutions, Solution (2) gives a
P to 5-wave dec-ay amplitude (P/S)&=0. 29, con-

sistent with the evidence (P/S)&(1 from the analysis'
of light hyperfragments. LSolutions (1) and (3) give

(P/S)s ——2.61 and 0.87 respectively. ) Solution (2) leads

to a A-decay rate agreeing with experiment but a
decay asymmetry barely in agreement with the lower

of the two measured values n~&0.67+0.13 (by the
Columbia group) and n~&0.73+0.14 (by the Berkeley

group).

' R. H. Dalitz, Phys. Rev. 112, 605 (1958).

Solution (2) predicts a lifetime of 2.4X10 '-

second.
The observed rates quoted in Tables II and III are

each subject to about 10%%uo uncertainty. Even within
the framework of our Yukawa model, the neglect of
strong couplings (final-state interaction corrections are
&~10%%uo), departures from charge independence (the Z
and x masses each di6er among themselves by a few
percent), and uncertainty about the V-A ratio r must
lead to a theore tical uncertainty that is also at
least 10%%uo.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Ke have found that Z-decay rates and asymmetries in
fairly good agreement with present experimental data
can be calculated from the universal weak Yukawa
interaction (8) by making the simplest assumption
relating the chiralityoperatorsy„-'s (1+ps) or y„s (1+res)
and y„~s(1—res) to charge operators e and 1.

The same simple assumption unfortunately leads to
too slow a decay rate when applied to A decay t Solu-
tion (3) in Table III). If, on the other hand, the
isospin--, interaction (17) found in Z decay is also
applied to A decay, then in one case, corresponding to
a P/5 ratio 0.29, a reasonable A-decay rate is obtained,
along with a rather low asymmetry.

The approach relating A decay to Z decay through
the isospin-~~ channel has already been employed by
Cool et al. ,

' who from the observed 2-decay rates,
obtain A-decay rates and asymmetries similar to our
Solutions (1) and (2). By assuming the phenomeno-
logical Yukawa interaction we have, on the other hand,
obtained absolute rates for ™,2, and A decay separately.


